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ABSTRACT

General Terms

The natural user interface using hand gesture have been
popular field in Human-Computer-Interaction(HCI). Many
research papers have been proposed in this field. They
proposed vision-based, glove-based and depth-based
approach for hand gesture recognition. However, hand
gesture itself is simple and not natural way to interact. In
otherwise, hand gesture recognition using finger tracking
and identification can be implemented more robust and
subtle recognition. Recently, new horizons are open with
the development of sensors and technology such as Kinect
and Depth-Sense. This development has made possible
robust recognition, like finger identification and hand
gesture recognition in bad conditions such as dark light and
rough background as well. In this paper, we proposed a new
finger identification and hand gesture recognition
techniques with kinect depth data. Our proposed finger
identification and gesture recognition methods provide
natural interactions and interface by using fingers. We
implemented interfaces and designed hand gestures using
this method. This paper explains finger identification
method and hand gesture recognition in detail. We show the
preliminary experiment for evaluating accuracy of finger
identification and hand gesture recognition accuracy.
Finally, we discuss the result of evaluation and our
contributions.

Human Factors;Design.
INTRODUCTION

The interface using the hand gesture is popular field in
Human Computer Interaction(HCI). Recently, a new
possibility is provided to HCI field with the development of
the sensors and technology [1]. This development has made
possible robust recognition which is like to identify fingers
and hand gesture recognition in bad condition such as dark
light and rough background. At the same time, the interface
for natural interaction was required from many users. However, it doesn't reach to this requirement of users.
Some of researchers propose media player manipulation
interaction using hand motion gesture [3] and glove-based
hand gesture interaction. Vision-based hand gesture
recognition system was proposed as well [5], [8]. However,
the research approaches that propose the mounting of
addition-al device on the body [6] are usually troublesome
and not natural. The vision-based hand gesture recognition
is not practical for robust hand gesture recognition because
of much influence by light and background clutter.
Recently, new horizons are open to the HCI field with the
development of sensors and technology [2] such as Kinect,
Depth-Sense and Leap motion. This development has made
possible robust recognition, like finger gesture recognition
in bad conditions such as dark light and rough background.
This depth-based sensor and technology provide a robust
recognition, but many research works using them do not
provide proper natural interaction [1], [4]. They mostly
provide simple hand gesture interactions or hand motion
interactions. They do not provide a natural interface. On the
other hand, Finger gesture recognition with finger
identification can provide more practical experience and
natural interaction than hand gesture and hand motion [2].
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In this paper, we propose new hand gestures recognition
and finger identification techniques for natural user
interface. We implemented two types of interface such as
finger painting, finger mouse using designed natural user
interactions. They can provide intuitive and natural
interaction for users. Our proposed interfaces are
calculating finger identification basically. After calculating,
the system recognizes hand gesture that is pre-defined by
system. Figure 1 shows the finger identification result using
our proposed method.
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However, they don’t implement any interactions, gesture
and finger identification. Thus, this approach is not suitable
for NUI.
In short, most of the proposed hand gesture interaction
techniques have limitation for natural interaction using
finger gesture.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Hardware

Our system is comprised of Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360
sensor and large display. The kinect sensor is used with
input data for capturing user gestures using CMOS
camera(640x480 pixels) with 30 FPS and Depth camera(see
figure 2). The system used 3D depth sensor of kinect for
capturing user's finger data and gestures, RGB camera used
for displaying feedback from implemented applications.

Figure 1. Finger Identification Result

For improving system performance, we limit the distance
from hands to sensor. We found the appropriate value of
distance(0.5m to 0.8m) experimentally.

RELATED WORK

Many hand gesture recognition techniques are proposed to
interact with objects for natural user interface(NUI). They
are implemented using various devices and techniques.
Vision based, glove based and depth based are widely used
in hand gesture recognition [2].
Vision-based hand gesture recognition

Chu et al [5] presents self-portrait interface using vision
based hand motion gesture. They provide interesting
interaction to control camera by the user. However, the
recognition is difficult in bad conditions, such as darkness,
because they use skin color segmentation. In addition,
system functions are limited when user moves far from the
camera because they do not use depth data for recognition.
Glove-based hand gesture recognition

Kenn [6] presents an interface for wearable computing
applications using glove based finger recognition. His paper
implemented finger identification for hand gesture. The
research provides rich user experience based on accurate
recognition rate. However, it is not practical in all situations
because the user cannot always carry a glove. The glove is
both unnatural and heavy. This condition is not suitable for
natural interaction.

Figure 2. MS Kinect Architecture [16]
OpenNI Framework

Especially, there is enough open source framework which is
developed for HCI the communication between physical
device or motion sensor and UIs. OpenNI provides the API
to the cross-platform due to NI application of the thing
which is one and them many languages. Presently, they
support three kinds of major platform: Windows 7, Mac and
Linux. The application comprised at OpenNI is usually the
portable and to be used in the other middleware easily. The
framework webpage1 provides the components described in
figure 3 such as 3d sensing technique, hand gesture
recognition and motion recognition as libraries, middleware
and applications. They provides many technical support for
improving natural interaction as well.

Depth-based hand gesture recognition

Yang et al, [3] proposed a hand motion gesture recognition
system using kinect depth data. They designed hand motion
gestures like wave, forward/backward, move up/down,
left/right in a media player application. This system shows
the possibility of using kinect for hand motion gesture
recognition in a contactless UI. However, the implemented
system was not able to recognize fingertip. Therefore, they
were not able to provide delicate and natural gestures, such
as pinch gesture, spread gesture and flick finger. Raheja et
al, [4] proposed a method to recognize and track fingertips
and center of palm using kinect. They track the fingertip by
calculating depth image segmentation of hand regions.

Figure 3 describes three abstract layers of the OpenNI
concept [14]. Each, the layer shows the integrated type
element :
1
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http://www.openni.org/openni-sdk

distance from the device when all fingers are extended. We
use hand shape matching for more accurate thumb
identification. The thumb can be found more accurately by
combining these results, and then we make pairs of all
neighbor fingers. System calculates largest distance among
one to four (see figure 4(a)). The set of thumb and index
finger has the largest distance, so we can determine the
index finger. Third, the little finger is determined as the
farthest finger away from the thumb, and then the middle
finger is deter-mined as the closest finger from index finger
(see (b) and (c) of figure 4). The remaining finger is
determined as ring finger. The same method is used for
identifying the fingers of both hands (see figure 4(d)).

Figure 3.OpenNI framework layers
The top layer represents the applications implemented for
natural interactions.

HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION

The middle layer represents the OpenNI framework, in
which it not only interacts with physical sensing devices
as well as applications, but also communicates with
middleware components.

Gestures are expressive, meaningful body motions, physical
movements of the fingers, hands, arms, head, face, or body
with the intent to convey information or interact with the
environment. In the HCI literature the word gesture has
been used to identify many types of hand movements for
control of computer process. However, getting one's hand to
the place to start creation or manipulation is not considered
a gesture, because it is a necessity to move your hand, but it
does not contribute to the final product as such. The way
you move your hand to reach this point is not important
According to McNeill [17] the dynamic gesture movement
consists of three parts :

About Gesture

The bottom layer represents all kinds of sensing devices,
including visual and audio sensors.
FINGER IDENTIFICATION METHOD

We describe a finger identification method for hand gesture
recognition. Our system makes interaction based on predefined hand gestures such as mouse dragging gesture and
mouse left/right click gesture, so that the finger
identification is important for such delicate recognition. The
method is mainly divided into three parts, described as
follows.

Approach: body begins to move
Stroke: the gesture itself
Return: return to balanced posture
Gesture is widely divided into static and dynamic. But some
gestures have both static and dynamic elements, where the
pose is important in one or more of the gesture phases.
Hand Gesture Recognition

Depth-based hand gesture recognition is believed to be an
effective technique and number of system has been
proposed. There are following types of depth-based
technique: clustered depth data detection, 3d sensing and
depth motion detection techniques. A static gesture is a
particular hand configuration and pose, represented by a
single image. A dynamic gesture is a moving gesture,
represented by a sequence of images. Picking up the most
important features with controlling information from
variant and complex hands movements is the key technique
for gesture recognition system. A static hand postures can
act as a special turning state of a dynamic gesture, and also
a dynamic gestures can be captured and analyzed as a set of
static gestures. Recognizing and extracting temporal
gestures from movements are handled by the finite state
machine technique with serial movements with start signals
as inputs. We implemented dynamic hand gesture
recognition for natural interaction. Proposed hand gesture

Figure 4. Finger identification
The first step is counting the number of fingers. According
to this number, the system determines whether it will start
to calculate or not. The algorithm starts to calculate when
all fingers are extended. Second, we identify the thumb and
the index finger. The system uses the distance from the
device and shape bases matching for identifying the thumb.
In general, among all fingers the thumb has the shortest
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recognition system used depth-based data and RGB data
together for robust hand gesture recognition accuracy.

NATURAL USER INTERFACE

Hand Gesture Recognition Method

We implemented applications for natural interactions using
proposed hand gesture recognition method. The
applications are based on open source project[7].

After finger identification, our system is ready for gesture
recognition. Gesture recognition is described as follows.

System Configuration

Our system is comprised of large display and Microsoft
Kinect for Xbox 360 sensor. For robust recognition
performance, we decide the certain distance from user to
kinect sensors because of kinect's resolution limitation. The
large display that we used has a size of 30 inches. The
display shows interaction of system's feedback from the
implemented application using user gesture input.

First, system calculates extended finger for classify
captured hand. The extend fingers mean fingertips number.
The system determines database depend on fingertip
number (e.g. one fingertip database set).
Second, gestures are recognized by sending captured hand
size through a database set of classifiers. The system
determines size of database set depend on captured hand
size area(see (a) of figure 5). Because the captured size of
hand is different by camera angle and distance from users.
After system determined appropriate hand size database set,
they try to find same hand pose(see (a) of figure 5). We
experimentally decided that over 90 percent matching is
accurate enough between captured hand shape and hand
shape in database.
Third, the system calculates degree and direction in
captured fingertip. Even same gestures are captured, the
direction of fingertips can be difference. Even different
gesture are captured, the direction can be same. In result,
our system is implemented direction and degree calculation
in captured fingertips simultaneously for accurate gesture
recognition(see (b) and (c) of figure 5 ).

Figure 6. System Configuration
We implemented two type of sample application using
designed gesture with hand gesture recognition and finger
identification. We provided finger painting and mouse
controlling with fingers. All of them used our proposed
hand gesture recognition techniques.
Finger Painting Interface

Our interface implemented correctly finger painting
interactions by using depth-based hand gestures. We
designed painting and drawing line gesture for these
interactions. First, painting gesture is recognized when user
extends his/her index finger, then the line is drawn along
the path of movement.
Second, drawing line gesture is recognized when user
extends their thumb and index finger, then the line is drawn
depending on the coordinates value of the thumb and index
finger. The same interactions are made in the case of using
both hands at simultaneously. Because of our system used
proposed hand gesture recognition method, the system can
recognize even user extend his/her hand any direction with
gesture.
Finger Mouse Interface

The hand mouse interface is implemented well mapped
with mouse click interactions. It provides mouse functions
using hand gestures (i.e. drag, click, double click gesture)
and mouse right button interaction with L gesture using
thumb and index finger recognition. This interface provides
natural interaction with computer.

Figure 5.Hand Gesture Recognition Method
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In order to drag the mouse cursor, the system tracks the
number of fingertips. When system detects fingertip of
index finger, it changes to dragging interaction mode (see
(a) of figure 7). In dragging interaction mode, the system
computes the coordination value of index fingertip. If the
fingertips move to position, mouse cursor also moves to
same direction.
In order to make click interaction, the system computes
depth value of index fingertip. If the index finger is moved
forward and backward one time(see (b) of figure 7), the
mouse click interaction is made. For mouse double click,
same process is needed with mouse click interaction.
However, double click interaction needs to make two times
of click interaction quickly. It calculates the depth value of
index fingertip as well.

Figure 8. The average result for ten volunteers
CONCLUSION

Our proposed method for finger identification and finger
gesture recognition with depth data has shown high accuracy over 91 percentages for all gestures. Figure 8 shows
almost the same accuracy with normal and dark conditions,
and relatively low accuracy in rough conditions (e.g. many
obstacles in background). However, the system was not
influenced at all by dark and rough condition. We found
that six gestures had a relatively low recognition rate.

The mouse right button interaction is made when the use
when the system detects thumb and index fingertips(L
shape gesture).

In this paper, we proposed a new finger identification and
hand gesture recognition techniques. We presented finger
tracking and hand gesture recognition techniques using
finger identification with depth data. We propose our own
method to identify fingers. After identification, the system
detects the designed hand gesture from users and feedback.
In future work, we intend to support more practical
functionalities with interaction such as Games, Google
Street View, Google Earth. We also want to implement a 3d
interface using HMD with finger gesture. It will need to
apply object tracking for marker-less interface. We expect
that this interface can include practical functions and will
be more natural to use.

Figure 7.Finger Mouse Interface and Click Gesture
EVALUATION
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